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INTRODUCTION

1. £"After the Annual Report of the Economic Commission for Africa (EGA)

has, been adopted by the fifth session of the Commission, introductory-

paragraphs will be drafted recording this fact, stating that the Report is

submitted to the. Economic and Social .Council in accordance with paragraph

18 of the Commission's terms of reference_/.

A. Organization of the Secretariat

Staffing Position

2. Considerable interest was shown by the Commission at its fourth

session in the--staffing position of the secretariat. By resolution ^l'(TV)

the Commission established a Committee on Staff Recruitment and Training

to examine 'the recruitment and staff training difficulties of -the ■" ■

secretariat, to' assist the Executive Secretary in promoting a long—range

programme of Africanization, to secure a steady supply of competent Africans

on a permanent basis or for reasonable periods on secondment and to ■

devise a programme of training staff at all levels. The Committee was

comprised.of seven African countries, ^members of the Commission: Congo..

(Leopoldville), Dahomey, Ethiopia, Madagascar, Mali, Morocco, Nigeria... ,

3. The Executive Secretary welcomed the assistance he would obtain

from the Committee but at the same time reserved-the Secretary-General's

position.,, on appointment of staff, frpm the constitutional point of view.

4« A paragraph, recapitulating briefly the -history of the Committee :ori:

Staff Recruitment and Training will be issued as an addendum to this

document (see E/CN.14/l79/Adda).

5« By resolution 50 (^V) on decentralization of the economic and

social activities of the UN and strengthening of the regional economic

commissions, the Commission supported plans for strengthening the

secretariat of ECA,
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6, Meanwhile recruitment of professional and other staff has proceeded

during the year at a much faster pace than previously. At the end of

I960 there were 42 -professional staff members out of a total, of -105$ &■"&■

the-end of 1961 .there were 46 professional staff members, out of a total,

of 160; and by the end of 1962 there were about 80 professional staff ■

members out of a total of about .240, . Excluding the Language Section9

about 50 per cent of the professional staff was of African nationalities.

The approved manning table for 1963 is 106 (excluding the Language

Section) and offers of appointment have been accepted or oandidates

formally recommended to Headquarters for all but 6 of the vacant posts*

7, It will be seen that the professional.staff has nearly doubled

during the year and it is likely that there will be virtually no,

vacancies from early in 1963- Furthermore the proportion of staff

members of African nationalities will continue to increase. _. , .

8, Four staff members were provided by the.Food and. Agriculture.Organ

ization of the United Nations (FaO), The FAO- Regional Statistician for..

Africa is also posted.in Addis Ababa and is supported by a regional"--- ■' ■-

adviser on Agricultural Statistics. Eighteen regional advisers were

provided .'by, the Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations. Provision •

has been made for twenty eight regional advisers to be attached to ECA

from the beginning or during the course of 1963*

9*, The financial resources represented by the posts that remained

vacant wholly or partly during 1962 were fully utilized by appointing

short-term consultants or "by borrowing from other JJE offices experienced

staff members to undertake specific studies or carry out.specific, pieces

of work. The Executive Secretary would like to take this opportunity

of thanking most warmly the Under Secretary in charge of "'the Depart

ment of Economic and Social Affairs at Headquarters and the Executive

Secretary of the Economic Commission for Europe for the generous

assistance provided in loaning staff members despite h'eavy pressure

of work in their own departments. Their contribution to the "building

up of the programme of work in the field of industry, resources and
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housing was particularly significant. There was also, a major contri
bution in carrying out the work programme in the fields of trade and

commodities.

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF THE SECRETARIAT

10. During the year, the administrative structure of the secretariat
was reorganized and now comprises:

(a) Office of the Executive Secretary;

(b) Division for Economic and Social Development, comprising
three sections dealing with projections and programming?
development problems and policies, and social affairs?

(c) Division of Trade and Surveys, comprising two sections dealing
with economic surveys and tradej

(d) Industry, Transport and Natural Resources Division comprising
four sections dealing with industry; transport;-energy and
natural resources;, and housing, building and. town planning; •"- ■

(e) Joint ECA/PAO Agriculture.. Division; . ■ ■ ■ ; ■- ■ / ;-
(f) Statistics Division, comprising foux units dealing with nation

t\lZTti £Xopy serviceS) atrade and computing i
(g) Division of Administration,•Conferences and General Services,

comprising a Personnel Office, Finance Office, Language Section,
Library, Documents Office, Registry, Secretarial and Typing
Fools and Documents Reproduction Unit.

11. A Technical Assistance Co-ordination Unit has been created in the
Office of the Executive Secretary. ' ■

12. A Public Administration Unit, staffed at present..^y regional

advisers under BTAO funds,has'also ueen created"'"" '

B. Summary of Work Done

13. In the year under review some twenty meetings were held, attended

by participants from most African countries. The secretariat has

continued to extend advisory services to various African countries.

It is also playing an increasing part in helping governments to draw up

technical assistance and Special Fund projects, to brief technical

assistance experts and to help the work of 'these experts by commenting on
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and evaluating their reports. In accordance with the General Assembly's

policy of decentralization, activities -of..'this kind can be expected

to progress in the future. : . ■ ■■

14• During the past year the Executive Secretary has been Officer-in-

charge of the UN Operations in the Congo, His special Assistant has

been UN representative in Katanga since June 1962.

DIVISION FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

15. The Division for Economic and Social Development, which comprises

the former Economic Development Unit, the-; former Social Research

Section and the former Branch for Community Development and Social

Welfare, is responsible for research and operational activities within

the general area of economic and social development. It is divided,

for administrative purposes,into three sections: (a) Projections and

Programming} (b-) Development. Problems and Policies and (c) Social Affairs

In organizing" the work of this new division, account is taken of the

fact that most projects are both economic and social in nature.

Individual projects may therefore be carried, out jointly by teams of

professionals from the three sections.

16. During the past year, the Division completed a number of studies,

most of which were related' to meetings and seminars such ass. The Expert

Group on Comprehensive Planning, the Urbanization Workshop, the Popula

tion Seminar, the Meeting of Experts on the Organisation and Administra

tion of Social Services and the second'session of the Standing Committee

on Sooial Welfare- &Q& Ccfflnunity Development. In addition, a Summer '

Course in Economics was organized in Addis Ababa for African students,

while a sub—regional training course in Community Development was

conducted in Tunis. Moreover, "the Division, assisted by regional

advisers, participated in Technical Assistance activities within its

area of competence and provided advisory services to a number of

governments at their request. These activities were especially

significant in community development and social welfare but the neces

sary facilities are being -built up progressively also in other fields.
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Finally, significant progress was achieved during the past year on the

establishment of two important institutions: the African development

bank (see paras.21-33) and the African Institute for Economic Develop

ment and Planning (see paras.

Projections and Programming

17« In accordance with General Assembly resolution 1708 (XVl) on

planning for economic development, .a sub-regional centre for economic

projections and programming was established within the Division for

Economic, and Social Development. This sub-regional centre, which will

co-operate closely with the worldwide centre organized within the

Department for Economic and Social Affairs at Headquarters, has

initiated systematic analyses of African development plans as well as

experimental work on long-term projections of African economic trends,

as part of projections of world economic trends, in.order to facilitate

the formulation of national economic.plans. Steps are being taken to

establish and,maintain close contacts between the sub-regional centre

and the central planning agencies of African governments.

18. Activities" ;:n. t1 ? ^ f-.nld -^ro p.n..:o glided "by th-j recommendations

made by the Working Party on Economic and Social Development conducted

in January 1962 and by the Expert Meeting .on Comprehensive Planning

organized in October 1962. The latter meeting was o:^c:i.iaed through

direct contacts "between the secretariat and the planning agencies of

several countries. The documentation ~-?^i^:\tcC. to tho mceizrxg cc" :).?ined

one secretariat paper and ten papers prepared by the experts themselves

describing planning methods and procedures in their countries.

19* In the opinion of the experts, comprehensive planning, that is to

say, planning methods and procedures achieving co-ordination of the

various elements of development plans, should be applied by African

governments in order to promote, accelerated and balanced economic and

social development* Overall growth models were found very useful, since

they make it possible to determine the preliminary targets of major
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aggregates within a consistent framework. It was noted that various,

methods had been used in African countries to ensure the consistency

of projected developments in various sectors of the economy and that

these methods as a rule involved a series of adjustments in sectorial

as well as in overall targets before the final plans were prepared.

Further work would be required to test the applicability to African:

conditions of more detailed models, involving the simultaneous

determination of a great number of variables.

20. The experts stressed that planning should not become a theoretical

exercise. Comprehensive planning should therefore be preceded by a

thorough analysis of the existing economic and social structure of the

country which, in turn, should be accompanied by the formulation of

"general objectives of economic and social change. Moreover, once the

gerieral frameworks of the plans had been established, considerable time

had to be spent on further analysis of existing projects as well as on

formulation of new projects. Finally, the experts attached great

importance to' the follow-up and implementation of plans. These tasks

should be entrusted to appropriate government bodies possessing sufficient

authority to carry them out efficiently.

African Development Bank

21. Having considered the documents submitted by the Executive Secretary

(e/CN.14/l29 and Add.l) in response to resolution 27 (ill), the Commission

at its fourth session adopted resolution 52 (IV) which accepted the

principle of the establishment of an African development bank, subject

to further investigations to be carried out by a Committee of Nine

Member Countries: Cameroun, Ethiopia, Guinea, Liberia, Mali, Nigeria,

Sudan, Tanganyika and Tunisia. The Committee of Nine was instructed

(i) to make governmental and other contacts relevant to the establish

ment of the bank, (ii) to study its financial and administrative

structure as well as the nature and extent of its operations,

(iii) to draft the charter for the proposed bank, (iv) to make recommend-
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ations on its location and (v) to submit by October 1962 a comprehensive

report with supporting documents to Member Governments for study.. The

resolution also requested the Executive Secretary to convene a

conference of ministers of finance or other appropriate represent

atives of Member and Associate Member States which would review the

report of the Committee of Nine and take the final steps for the

establishment of the bank*

22< The Committee of Nine did not find it possible to adhere to the

timetable set by the resolution but will complete its work in January

1963 after having held three sessions (Monrovia, 18-22 June 1962,

Bouala, 24-27 .September 1962 and Casablanca., 12-24 January 1963)»

conducted consultations with African as well as non-African govern

ments and institutions, and after having approved a draft charter for

the bank and made recommendations on the-bank's location. The first

draft of the charter is being prepared under the direction of a Sub-

Committee of Four Member Countries, which will have held three sessions

(Douala, 24 September 1962, Geneva, 3-10 November 1962, and Casablanca,

7-14 1963).

23. The Committee of Nine decided that the African consultations

should precede the consultations with non-African governments. The

African consultations were carried out by three teams, which visited

thirty-four African countries in August and September 1962. Moreover,

a*i ad hoc team will visit Algeria in January 1963* The non-African

consultations were conducted by two teams which visited fourteen

countries (Belgium, Canada, Czechuslovakia, Denmark, Federal Republic

of Germany, France, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland,

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom and the

United States of America) in October and November 1962.

24« The African consultations indicated general agreement, in

principle, with the proposal to establish an African development bank,

which was regarded as a realistic step towards the attainment of
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African solidarity and as a valuable instrument for the promotion of

the economic and social development of the continent. However, diver

gent views were expressed regarding the steps "by which the bank should

be brought into being.

25i There was a unanimous view to the effect that the African develop

ment bank should provide additional financial resources for the

financing of projects located in Africa .without diverting or interrupt

ing flows of funds from non-African countries and institutions under

existing bilateral arrangements. It was also generally agreed by the

governments consulted that the bank should be owned by African govern

ments and that the members of the Board of Governors and of t,he. Board

of Directors, as well as the Chief Executive Officer and his Deputy,

should be African. Constributions from non-African sources should be

sought in such forms as loans or grants.

26. General support was indicated for the proposition that the bank

should finance both infrastructure and productive projects, directing

its soft loan resources to the former category of projects. The view was

also expressed that the bank could play an important role in promoting

needed private foreign and domestic investments.

27. - The Committee appraised the results of the African consultations

and concluded that there was general support for the establishment of the

bank and that substantially identical views had been expressed on a

number of important issues. It felt confident that divergencies of

opinion where they occurred could be overcome in the drafting of the

charter. The Committee considered that the views expressed during the

consultations should be regarded as provisional and that definitive

positions could only be expected in relation to the draft charter as a

whole.

28. The non-African governments, which were consulted, welcomed the

initiative of the African governments in preparing to launch an Afrioan

development bank. They all foresaw the possibility of collaboration,
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several indicating their willingness to consider ways and means of .

assisting the "bank when established. However, it was generally felt

that-, specific arrangements or commitments involving governments must

necessarily await the establishment of the bank and the promulgation

of it^j charter.

29. The need for the maximum co-operation with existing financial

institutions and the avoidance of duplication was urged by the major

ity of governments, which welcomed the view that the bank should regard

the mobilization of additional resources and services for Africa as

its primary objective- It was also generally considered that multi

national projects should be given a high priority; this position was

frequently associated with the view that the bank's activities should

assist and support the harmonious development of the African continent.

30. The Sub-Committee considered the principal issues involved in the

drafting of- the charter in the light of the African and non-African-

consultations and established policy directives for the guidance-of

the legal experts preparing the ..draft texts of the charter of the bank.

The texts will be submitted to the Sub-Committee at its final session

for consideration and thereafter presented to the Committee of Nin-5.

31. .In the course of the African consultations many governments had

expressed their interest in having the bank established in their

territory. The Committee decided therefore to send a letter to African

governments, indicating the facilities required for the bank.'s head

quarters, and requesting interested governments "to advise, the Committee

of the facilities, which are or could be made available "by their respective

countries.

32. At its final session in Casablanca from 12 to 24 January

the Committee of Nine will consider the final report of the Drafting

Sub-Committee, adopt a draft charter for the bank including provisions

regarding administrative and financial structure and make recommend

ations on its location; it may also present proposals concerning
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the "bank for further action prior to, and subsequent to, the conference

of finance ministers as well as proposals regarding that conference.

It is also expected to adopt its report as well as a communication to the

fifth session of ECA regarding the completion of its work and major

decisions taken.

33» In carrying out its tasks the Committee was assisted by experts ■

recruited by the Executive Secretary in accordance with resolution 52 (IV)

and by officials of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs at

Headquarters and the Technical Assistance Board in response to resolution

874 (XXXIIl) of the Economic and Social Council, which requested the

Secretary-General to extend to tho Executive Secretary the administrative

and substantive support required for the purposes of the bank project.

At its seventeenth session the United Nations General Assembly approved

requests for funds needed to finance the activities of the Committee of

Nine, in response to the hope expressed to that effect in Council

resolution 874 (XXXIIl).

Population Aspects

34. Two analytical studies were completed during the past year. The

first study, which was submitted to the Urbanization Workshop, discussed

the "demographic factors and trends" related to urbanization and examined

the changes in recent year3 in the urban and rural populations of African

countries. The specific items of study were: the effects of rapid

population growth, urbanization and rural-urban migration on the age and

sex structure of the urban population; the rural/urban differentials

in fertility and mortality; problems raised by urban hypertrophy; and

measures to slow up population transfers from rural areas to large urban

agglomerations. The second study -\ ■ '-/.-n to tv-. Seminar wna on

Population Problems in Africa ("Population Distribution, Internal

Migration, Urbanisation in Africa1'). It rev:.rwed the factors of

internal migration in Africa and factors of population distribution.

and the causes of urbanization and urban concentration in relation to
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population growth and differences in levels of living and discussed the

measurement of internal migration, its volume and characteristics, and

methods of area population projections.

35. In addition, a study on "fertility, mortality, population growth

and international migration", started at Headquarters, was finalized by

the secretariat. In this study an attempt was made to determine, from

available and evaluated data, the recent levels of fertility, mortality

and population growth in a large number of African countries and the

most likely prospective trends in these demographic variables. Work was

also undertaken on the documents prepared for the Population Seminar by

experts outside the secretariat.

36. The basic material for the Statistical Handbook on Population has

largely been collected. It is proposed to analyse the material and publish

the results in stages in order of priority and revising them in the light

of more up-to-date data-

37. Collection of available data for -;he projection of the population of

African countries was completed. Work has been initiated on the analysis

of these data and their use for population projections required for

African projections and analyses of development plans (see para. 17) •

Seminar on Population Problems

38. The Seminar on Population Problems; in Africa met in Cairo from

29 Obtober to 10 November 1962. Its report has been submitted to the

fifth session of the ■Commission (e/CN.14/186). It was attended by

twenty one governments with thirty one delegates, ten observers from

four countries, three UN specialized agencies, as well as Headquarters

and ECA personnel.

39. One primary task of the Seminar was to review demographic problems

in relation to the economic and social planning of the countries of

the region. Having examined population problems and questions of

population policy, density problems in relation to natural resources,
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rapid population growth due to the generally high birth rates and fast

declining death rates, the participants concluded that there had been

relatively few studies made of the economic implications of present

and future rates of population growth and of the increasing flow of

migration from rural zones to the cities. African governments should

therefore develop their demographic research programmes to remedy the

weaknesses of present foundations for population analyses and project

ions. In spite of these handicaps, it was agreed that the best

projections possible in these circumstances, should be made with regard

to the demographic quantities required for policy-making and planning

purposes.

40. The Seminar also discussed'the need for extending and improving

basic demographic statistics and assessing their quality. One of the

principal deficiencies is the absence of satisfactory current vital

statistics. The participants underlined their conviction that work in

this field was essential and required priority. Important progress has

been made in regard to the statistics of numbers, geographical distri-.

bution and composition of the population through the taking of national

censuses and sample surveys during recent years. Important gaps,

however, still remain. Migration was singled out as an important

aspect on which present.information is least satisfactory. While

the development of demographic statistics is progressing at a

satisfactory rate, fundamental demographic research was lagging. It

was therefore agreed ^hat African governments should orient demographic

studies towards questions of developmental policy and planning.

41. Regional co-operation in filling gaps in demographic analysis and

in the training of specialized personnel was also■discussed at the

Seminar. Participants-agreed that provision of advisory services,,

exchange of information and experience, through seminars and other

means, should continue. It was also suggested that samples of punched

cards from population censuses and other demographic inquiries;shpuld

be pooled for centralized tabulations and analyses relating to demo

graphic questions of common regional or sub-regional interest. During
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the. Seminar, it .was announced that a sub-regional demographic centre7"

will be opened in Cairo in the near future. -Arrangements are under way

for establishing a second centre which would serve the English-speaking

countries in Africa. The Seminar was strongly of the opinion that there

was a need for early establishment of a centre for trainees from French-

speaking countries in Africa. :

Economic and Social Consequences of Racial Discriminatory

Practices

42. In accordance nith Commission resolutions 26 (ill) and 44(lV), work

was continued on studies relating to the. economic and social consequences

of racial discriminatory practices. As a sequal to the general report

submitted in 1962 to the fourth session .of ..the Commission.(e/CST, 14/132),

and, in particular, in response to resolution 44 (IV) which requested

detailed studies of the problem of racial discrimination in such crucial

areas as human investment, rate of growth, ..size of. internal markets and

jrowth of domestic industries, patterns of industrialization, govern

ment expenditure and social security measures, a study has been under

taken of government expenditure and racial discrimination to determine

racial inequalities in terms of racially differential government expend

itures in the social services, and-to indicate the effect this has on

balanced economic development in the countries concerned.

■43- The collection of materials for this study has proved most

difficult; especially as no suitable data exist in ready form for

analysis on racial grounds. It has therefore not been possible to

complete this study, in the form originally planned, in time for this

session.

44. Under resolution 44 (IV) the Commission further requested that the

Executive Secretary draw the attention of member, states of the United

Nations to the economic and social repercussions of this serious problem

of racial discrimination and circulate the results of the studies made

or to be made. Accordingly, it has been arranged to publish the
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first report (e/CN.14/132), which has been revised, for distribution

among member governments,

• Education

45- A conference of African Ministers of Education was held in Paris at

the end of March 1962 under the joint auspices of UNESCO and EGA. The

secretariat of ECA participated in the preparation of documents for this

conference and also in other activities resulting from the conference of

African States orTthe Development of Education in Africa held in Addis

Ababa in May 1961. Moreover, representatives of EGA attended a meeting

of experts on Secondary Education in Arab States, conducted in Tunis in

August 1962 and the Conference on the Development of Higher Education

held in Tananarive in September 1965. Consultations are taking place

with UNESCO on further studies of social implications of educational

programmes in African countries and how these oan best be co-ordinated

with overall development plans-

Urbanization

46. A Workshop on Urbanization was held in Addis Ababa from 26 April

to 5 May 1962, under the joint sponsorship of the Economic Commission

for Africa, the Department of Economic and Social Affairs at Headquarters,

ILO, U2IESCO and WHO. This was after almost two years of preparatory

work, which had included field missions as well as the collection at ECA

of a considerable amount of materials, largely unpublished, which now

constitutes the nucleus of a clearing house on urbanization. The organ

ization of the Workshop was also guided by the Standing Committee on

Social Welfare and Community Development which discussed the subject

of urbanization at its first session in February 1962.

47- Twenty-three governments sent representatives, who discussed urban

problems together with the staff of the sponsoring organizations and with

twenty-three experts especially appointed for the occasion. The

Commission secretariat presented five reports of general interest.*
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illustrated with a large number of plans, maps, graphs and diagrams,

mostly unpublished. Special aspects of the urban problems were dealt

with in two dozen reports presented by consultants as well as by other

sponsoring organizations.

48. The Workshop discussed a wide range of subjects and passed a

number of recommendations, the implementation of which should help in

improving conditions in African towns. It was recommended, for example,

that special centres be set up by governments for the study and plan

ning of urban growth, and that the activities and services concerned

with urban development be co-ordinated at all levels. It was also

recommended that research iri demography, industrial opportunities and

social disorganization be carried out. Careful planning was declared

essential for better urban development in the future and planning methods

were fully discussed, becoming the subjects of various recommendations.

Social Situation in Africa ■ .

49* Country studies on levels of living were carried out in two

countries. The studies were intended to analyze the existing patterns of

data on levels of living and to advise governments on methods of develop

ing such information as a guide to social planning and programming. It

has been found that there is a great amount of data existing on differ

ent aspects of levels of living, including education, health,

nutrition and housing but that this is not co-ordinated, so that often

one department is not aware of what is available in another department.

50* A chapter on Africa for the Eeport of the World Social Situation

was prepared by the staff of the Social Research Section. The work done

on this chapter revealed the need for obtaining a regular flow of

information an tronds and programmes in the social field in order to

base research and operational activities on as firm a foundation as

possible.

Community Development

51. The ECA Work Programme and Priorities for 1962-1963 in the field

of Community Development is reflected.in resolution 48 (IV) adopted
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by the Commission at its 74th plenary session on 28 February 1962,

upon the recommendations made hy the experts of.the Standing Committee

on Social Welfare and Community Development. The Standing Committee,

created by resolution 36 (ill), held its first session in February 1962.

52. In the execution of the Work Programme, an evaluation study of

the activities of technical assistance of the UN in the field of

community developm-ent has been undertaken in Morocco and Nigeria by a

regional adviser. This study deals with the contribution- that community

development can make towards improving the communities and enhancing rural

development. -It also examines the organization and planning of community

development and its possibilities for integration within the development

plan.

53. The Clearing House on social welfare and community development has

collected and distributed important documentation on community develop

ment, social welfare and related subjects in Africa, especially public

ations of the United Nations, UN23C0, the ILO and FAO and information

documents on national programmes of community development and social

welfare.

54. Upon the recommendation of the Workshop on Low-Cost Housing (an

activity within the framework of community development in Africa) which

met in Tunis in October 1961, an enquiry was undertaken in eleven

African countries in 1962 on problems regarding.arrangement and re

arrangement of villages and small co-operatives including programmes

of self-help. The report examined particularly the technical and

organizational aspects of low-coet rural and urban housing programmes,

the participation of popular efforts in achieving housing and community

facilities and the contribution of local services and of government

administration.

55. The second session of the Standing Committee on Social Welfare and

Community Development will be held from 4-9 February 1963 at

Leopoldville. The experts invited to participate in this session are

expected to consider reports and documents prepared by the secretariat

and by consultants on activities and problems in community develop-
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ment, social welfare and urbanization, and to advise the Executive

Secretary on the programme of work in these fields.

Social Welfare

$6> A meeting of experts on the organization and administration of

social welfare services was held in Abidjan from 11 to 21 April 1962,

as requested by the third session of the Commission. The experts

prepared a report on their deliberations which is a part of the document

ation for the fifth session (E/CN.I4/169).

57« Among the recommendations stressed-was that governments must "be

responsible for planning and establishing national social welfare-

programmes, taking into account local needs and aspirations, and the

appropriate role of voluntary organizations. Co-ordination of govern

ment and voluntary organizations was viewed as of great importance.

58. The group also expressed the belief that priority should'be given

to- training of staff at all levels, and fully endorsed the proposed

seminar -on- training for-crocial welfare service's to be arranged" early

59• Preliminary preparations for this seminar have been carried on during

the year through contacts with governments and on the basis of answers

to a questionnaire circulated in 1961, to all Member countries, to

gather information on organizational structures for social services

and on existing training programmes. An analysis of the answers has

been prepared and submitted as a working paper to the Standing

Committee on Social Welfare and Community Development at its second

session. A number of other working papers have been submitted to

the Standing Committee and its report will be submitted to the

Commission.

60. Close co-operation.has continued during the year with UHICEF

offices in Africa in connection with projects requiring uTJICEF aid

to social welfare services. Among these was the commencement of a

pilot project on urban community development in the municipality of
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Addis Ababa resulting-from the study of the applicability of community

development techniques to urban areas in Africa and the survey of social

structure of Addis Abeba conducted by the University College of Addis

Ababa with the assistance of ECA. Advisory services have also teen; .

provided to a number-of governments ion organization and administration

of social.welfarerprogrammes.

SURVEYS AND TRADE DIVISION

Review and Analysis of Current Trends

61. Two issues of the Economic Bulletin for Africa were published in

the period under review. The June 1962 issue (Vol.II, No.2) contained

revised versions of the six following papers prepared for the Working

Party on Economic and Social Development of January 1962: Economic

development in Africa: Aims and Possibilities; Economic Planning

in Africa; Notes on a Method of Comprehensive Planning in Tropical Africa;

DemoP?raphic Factors Related to Social and Economic Development in Africa;

Some Problems of Social Development Planning in Relation to Economic

Development: Social A;peots of Economic Development. An introduction

dealing with the main subjects discussed at the Working Party was added.

62. Since three of the papers above (the second, third and fourth)

were already reviewed in the report of the fourth session of the Commis

sion (paragraphs 23? 24 and 45)9 brief mention should be made here only

of the remaining'three. The first of them, Economic Development in

Africa: Aims and Possibilities, deals mainly with a comparative analysis

of some fifteen African countries, in terms of selected indices relating

to the structure of production and trade, the level of infrastructure*

the rate of capital formation and, finally, the role and impact of govern

ment. In order to make the comparisons more meaningful in terms of

the stages of economic development, the structure of the Mexican ■

economy in 1950 k&s also been included, since Mexico is believed to

have reached its take-off stage around that year.
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63< The two social papers, which complement each other, deal with

many aspects of social development planning in relation to economic,

planning. Inter alia, they try to treat social development .in a more

quantitative way by discussing experience reached in. statistical ...

measurements as well as a number of other topics such as the criteria

for the allocation of public funds for social development, the financing

of social programmes, the integration of economic and social develop

ments, etc.

64. The February 1962 issue (Vol. Ill, No.l) contained two special,

articles dealing with the present industrial situation in Africa and

industrialization prospects. As in earlier years, the first part of

the Bulletin was devoted to a descriptive analysis of recent develop

ments in African trade, partly based on Document E/CN.14/STC/2, submit

ted to the first session of the Standing Committee on Trade.

65. According to the Bulletin, world economic conditions in 1961 were

considerably less favourable to the growth of international trade than in

the preceding year. The value of world exports, which in I960 expanded

at a rate of almost 12 per cent, showed in 196I only a moderate.increase

of somewhat over 4 per cent. Exports from developed areas progressed

faster than total world exports while those from, under-developed areas

hardly registered any advance at all. African exports fared better

than exports from Latin America and South and South East Asia, but the

rate of increase recorded in 1961 was nevertheless drastically lower

than in the preceding year - 2 per cent only in comparison with 8 per

cent .in I960. The change on the import side was even more striking,

for while in I960 African imports increased by about 10 per cent, the

year 1961 witnessed an bsolute decline in the total value of imports

of the region. As pointed out in the Bulletin, the unfavourable change

in Africa's trade position between I960 and 1961 was primarily due to

outside .cyclical factors, although some internal factors of a non

recurring nature may also have contributed to the change. The long-

term trends in prices of African main export commodities remain
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highly uncertain, so that increases in production along the existing

pattern do not appear likely to "benefit Africa proportionately in terms

of foreign exchange proceeds. A more detailed account of the short and

long-terra prospects of major African export commodities was included in

the Bulletin.

66. The activities of the Commission in the field of international

trade were aimed mainly at the preparation and organisation of the first

session of the Standing Committee on Trade, the establishment of which

was adopted "by the third session of 'the Commission (resolution 28 (ill).

A short review of the first session of this Committee is given below.

67. In addition to the ;jo^. d^ne in ocr.iioot?.cn with the first session

of the Standing Committee on Trade tho activities of the secretariat in

the field of international trad0 also included organization of an Expert

Panel on Transit Traffic in West Africa, which is briefly reviewed in

paragraph 78, consultations with government officials of various countries

and experts employed by several international economic organizations, and

collection of documentation. In accomplishing these activities the

secretariat received valuable assistance from ECE, GATT, the Internation

al Chamber of Commerce and from other bodies. Advantage was also taken

of assistance of consultants*

Standing ^^_______

68. The first session of the Standing Committee on Trade met from 12

to 20 September 1962 at the headquarters of the Co,nmission and was

attended by sixty two participants and observers, including represent

atives-of twenty three Member and Associate Member States, nine

observer states and four inter-gove.■nuental organisations. . The report

has been submitted to tb^.:?i"?t.h neatdon of the Comiission (E/CN. 14/174) -

69* The primary tasks of this session were to review the broad fiold

of trade and trade policy questions facing African countries with

the purpose of formulating a common practical approach, to supervise

and co-ordinate the activities of the subsidiary bodies of the Committee
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and to give- general^direction to the activities of"the secretariat in

the field of trade. . ':

70.. Seventeen documents were presented to the delegates. The three

main documents dealt with recent development in-African trade

(E/CN.14/ST0/2), European integration and African trade (E/CN.14/STC/4)

and African, trade with centrally planned economies (E/CN.I4/STC/5).

71. The agenda was essentially divided into three items dealing with

Africa's overseas trade, intra-African trade and trade promotion. Very

little was said about the problems oonneoted with the establishment of

a European Common Market since it was recognized that this issue was,

at this stage, in a rather fluid state owing to the continuing negotia

tions on a new convention of association and between the EEC and UK.

In the field of trade proper, most interest was focussed on intra-

African trade. In this connection it was pointed out that ways would

have to be found'of co-ordinating the projects and programmes of the

Standing Committee on Trade and the Standing Committee on Natural

Resources and Industrialization.

72. It was also noted that trade with Asia raises several important

issues and that there are obvious prospects of a rapid expansion of

export of most African products. The discussion on trade promotion

covered a number of issues of. a more technical nature, such as state

trading, long-term trade, arrangements, fairs and exhibitions, trade

intelligence and training courses in trade promotion. It was

recognized that the potentialities of trade expansion were not likely

to materialize automatically. The Committee also discussed the

problems of commodity stabilization. In discussing this.-item it had

before it the report of the African Meeting on Commodity Stabiliza-

tion (E/CN.14/205), which is reviewed in paragraph 77. It was

agreed that it was vital to stop the downward trend in commodity

prices, particularly in view of the significant role played:by

primary exports in economic development. The delegates felt that
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commodity problems were highly technical and required detailed consider

ation by bodies established specifically for studies and consultations

in this field.

73. After thorough discussions of these various issues, the Standing

Committee recommended: (i) that the Executive Secretary should follow

the work undertaken "by other international bodies, on the effect of

regional groupings on under-developed countries and suggested that the

possibility of calling an ad hoc committee to consider these problems,

should be studied, (ii) that the secretariat should continue to keep

under review the development of trade with centrally planned economies

with particular reference to the experience of African countries, (iii) that

a study of African trade with Asia, if possible in co-operation with ECAFE,

should be undertaken, (iv) that the Commission at its fifth session should

establish a standing committee on transport, (v) that the secretariat

should study intra-African trade both in an all-African and in a sub-

regional framework, (vi) that state trading as well as long-term trade

arrangements should be subject to studies by the secretariat on the basis

of information and appraisal supplied by those governments which have

significant experience in this field, (vii) that the problems connected

with the arrangement of an African trade fair should be studied and' that

an expert group should be established to assist in this work, (viii) that

the Executive Secretary should contact* African governments to make

practical arrangements so that the secretariat could be kept informed,

on a regular basis by individual African governments,about significant

developments in their trade, (ix) that a questionnaire designed to obtain

information on existing economic intelligence facilities for arranging

in-service training in the Trade Section of the Economic Commission for

Africa and training courses for small traders,should be considered,

(xi) that the Executive Secretary should keep in close contact with

the bodies established for studies and consultations on commodity

problems, for the purpose of reporting to its next session on any

significant developments in this field, (xii) that the next session of

the Standing Committee on Trade should be convened some time during the
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period of 15 November to 16 December 1963 and that it should take place

in Niamey, Niger.

74. Steps have been taken by the secretariat to implement the above

recommendations. In particular, contacts have been established with

the International Chamber of Commerce to obtain help in the prepara

tion of a study on an African trade fair, questionnaires have been

circulated to governments in preparation for a thorough study on long-

term trade and payments agreements in Africa and a list of publications

and periodicals on commercial matters of current interest to African

countries has been circulated to governments to assist them in establish

ing or improving their national economic intelligence units.

Foreign Trade Newsletter ' ... :

75. Three issues of the Foreign Trade Newsletter were prepared in 1962.

Most of the information published in the Newsletter, such as conclusion

of trade and payments agreements, changes in tariffs and quotas, foreign

exchange regulations, marketing of produce and establishment of state

trading-agencies* was taken from newspapers and periodicals. The

secretariat has so far had no access to unpublished sources. Member and

Associate Member Governments of the ECA have now been contacted to

nominate permanent correspondents for the Newsletter in each African

country.

76- , Each Newsletter contained one article of topical interest to African

governments. Issue No. 1 of the Newsletter contained a descriptive

and factual article on the most important integration endeavours among

African countries in 1961, such as OAMCE, the Casablanca Group and

the Monrovia Group. Issue No. 2 carried a review of some of the most

significant developments in the tariff field in Africa between I960

and 1962. No. 3 presented a statistical review of the intra-African

trade flows.

African Meeting on Commodity Stabilization

77» In its resolution 25 (ill), the third session requested the Executive
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Secretary to call a meeting of African primary producing countries to

consider the position of the agricultural export commodities of main

interest to them. Documentation for the meeting, which was organized

in co-operation with the joint ECA/FAO Agricultural Division and with

the assistance of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs at

Headquarters, included a paper on national marketing "boards and price

stabilization funds in African countries as well as a number of

commodity studies. Invitations were extended to twenty Member and

Associate Member Governments. Seventeen countries attended the meeting

together with representatives from three observer governments and from

three inter-governmental organizations. The discussion covered both

national, international and sub-regional and regional measures for commod

ity stabilization. National stabilisation measures actually applied by

African countries were reviewed and appraised as well as international

commodity agreements of interest to African countries. The ^legates

furthermore discussed the possibilities of joint action by African

countries in production and marketing. The main conclusion to be drawn

from the report, which is submitted to the fifth session (E/CN.14/205),

is that the problems facing African countries in the commodity field should

be approached on a world-wide basis.

Expert Panel on Transit Traffic in

West Africa

78. The Working Party on Customs Administration in West Africa, which

met in Dakar, Senegal, in 1961 under the auspices of the Standing

Committee on Trade, recommended that a small group of experts should

undertake a thorough study of-transit traffic in West Africa. This'

group met in Accra in December 1962. Documentation included a Secret

ariat paper on the problems of the customs transit of -goods in West

Africa as well ,as papers presented by the experts. The Panel; in

reviewing the present state of transit arrangements in the sub-region

and discussing problems which had to be solved in this, field, adopted

recommendations on (i) freedom of transit, (ii) extension of the system
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of summary declaration of goods, (iii) a standard declaration of goods

in transit, (iv) desirable administrative changes in the matter of

customs guarantees, (v) bonded customs transit warehouses and (vi) the

adoption and putting into force of TIR Convention. The report-of the

Panel is submitted to the fifth session (E/CU.I4/2O6).

An African Common Market

79- The Working Party of the whole of the Standing Committee on Industry

and Natural Resources held in December l°-62, reoommended strongly that

the Executive Secretary be requested to accelerate basic studies on the

problems and measures required to establish an African Common Market in

a regional and sub-o^egional setting. While the subject itself is by no

means new to the secretariat, it is the first time that a recommendation

of this kind has been made in an explicit form. If approved by the

session its implementation would require serious additional work spr&ad

over a number of years as was the case with the work being done by

the ECLA .secretariat towards the creation of a Latin American Common

Market.

80. It should be emphasized however, that a number of projects done so

far, or about to be done by the secretariat, can be regarded as parts

of the preliminary work needed. Instances of this can be found in some

of the operational activities in the field of African trade, such as

the Working Party on Customs Administration held in 1961 or the Expert

Panel on Customs Transit Traffic in West Africa convened in December 1962.

The same is true of various studies, in particular those dealing with

major aspects of the problems relating to the development of intra-

African trade, in a sub-regional and all African setting (project 12-01

of the 1963/64 Programme of Work and Priorities). These examples to

which some other projects in trade, industry, transport, etc, should

be added, show that, anticipating the future'course of events,'the

secretariat has already started work along lines which logically

converge towards the basic issues posad by the possible establishment

of an African Common Market.
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INDUSTRY, TRANSPORT AND NATURAL Ri)SOURC£S DIVISION.

81. It will be .recalled that a year ago the Division existed only in.an

embryo form-Intensive steps were initiated to build up the staff of the

Division and to plan its programme in detail towards the end of 1961 but

the Division's Director was not released to take up his duties on a

permanent basis until May 1962. The principal preoccupation throughout

the year has been recruitment of staff which have been reinforced by

short-term consultants and short-term loans from other United Nations

offices. Considerable progress has been made and the point has now been

reached where staff have taken up their duties, have been appointed and

are expected to arrive shortly, or recommended for appointment, for all

the vacancies in the Division's manning table authorized for 1963- Seven

regional advisers provided by the Bureau of Technical Assistance Opera

tions will be attached to the Division from the beginning or during

the course of 1963 and there will continue to be some recourse to short-

term specialist consultants. It can be expected, therefore, that the

Division should reach its fully authorized strength for 1963 by the middle

of that year.

Industry

92. At its fourth session, the. Commission adopted an extensive programme

of work in the field of industry though still in fairly broad, terms, and

decided to set up a Standing Committee on Industry and Natural Resources.

Since the Commission attached the highest priority to its work in this

area, it was decided to convene the first meeting of the Standing Committee

in December 1962. The Industry Section concentrated its efforts on the

preparation of a preliminary basic study for the Committee entitled

Industrial Growth in Africa - A Survey and Outlook (E/CN.I4/INR/1). The

main objective of this study was to survey, broadly, trends in industrial

ization during the last deoade and to point out to the Committee the

enormous and concrete possibilities of industrial development in Africa

in the next decade or so; and, secondly, to suggest the lines of a
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detailed programme of work for ECA,

83« The study recognized that there is great scope in almost all

African countries for import substitution, largely by the further pro

cessing of agricultural raw materials and also scope for the further

processing of such raw materials and minerals to add to the unit value

of exports. Nevertheless, there was a deliberate concentration on the

scope for starting now the build up of a whole range of strategic modern

industries. In view of the lir.ited size of markets in most :-

African countries and the heavy investment required, there was stress

throughout on the need for sub-regional co-operation in the creation or

expansion of such industries. After two preliminary chapters on the

economic setting in Africa and the present state of industrial growth,

prepared inter alia to demonstrate the realistic prospects of closing

the economic distance between African countries and present levels of

industrialization in, for example, Western Europe within a relatively

short time, a preliminary discussion of the present state of industrial

planning in Africa was included. The central part of the paper consists

of preliminary studies of recent developments and prospects for expansion

in selected major industries? iron and steel, non-ferrous metals,

engineering, chemijals and fertilizers and textiles.

84. Owing to the failure to obtain a quorum, the Committee met as a

Working Party of the Whole, with a Sub-Working Party on Natural Resources,

referred to below. The Committee strongly endorsed the secretariat's

basic approach and adopted a far-reaching programme of work in both

industry and resources. Continuing projects on which work has proceeded

steadily throughout the last year are the build up of an inventory of

African industries and the collection, for eventual publication, of

statistical data. Much emphasis is placed on the need to develop

industrial research, technological education and training at all levels

in co-operation with the United Nations Industrial Development Centre

and the specialized agencies concerned. The central features of the

programme are to be investigations in depth on the scope for sub-regional
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co-operation in the harmonization of industrial development plans;.and

a series of intensive studies on prospects of setting up strategic

modern industries, wherever possible, on a sub-regional basiSe

85* A number of other, shorter, papers were prepared for consideration

by the Committee, the bulk of them by the specialized agencies on their

programmes of work in this field. The representatives- of these agencies

played a considerable part in the discussions as did the United Nations

Commissioner for Industrial Developnent and the Director of the Steel,

Engineering and Housing Division of the Economic Commission for Europe.

Their participation in the nesting demonstrated both the development

and the growing integration of the programme of the United Nations family

on industrial development.

86. During the year progress continued to be made in the collection of

Statistical and other data on transport by sea, air, road and rail. In

accordance with resolution 60 (iv), a transport economist and a civil

engineer visited the West African sub-ration and discussed the work

to be done on transport when the BCA's sub-regional office in Niamey is

set up. Substantial data have been collected for'a basic study designed

to determine the'balance between various forms of transport necessary

for effective co-ordination, both between forms of transport and between

countries, and thus promote the steady development of transport

facilities- . ■ ■

87. Much of tHe time of the Transport Seccion was devoted to preparing

for a conference on JUastern African T'-'snsport Problems which met at

Addis Ababa from 29 October to 9 November 1962 and which was well attend

ed, both by governments and other international urganizations- Nine

documents and working papers ware prepared for the conference and more

were submitted for discussion by delegates. The primary task of the

conference was to examine problems of sub—regional traffic and traffic

control; examine the need for co-ordination of the various modes of
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transport and consider arrangements for a sub-regional highway network.

'Three ad hoc working parties,"which met during the conference, presented

a series of recommendations subsequently adopted, covering policy aspects

of transport, technical aspects,and civil aviation and tourism. A sub

stantial programme of work on the transport problems of the sub-region

was adopted. -

88. . A fuller account of other activities in transport during the year

can be found in document 3/CN.14/194. It will be seen that much thought

has been given to the -development- of -a more -comprehensive programme by

the ECA in this field and possible ways and means of carrying it out, .,

Energy and Natural Resources

89. Preparations are w.ell under way for a Meeting on Electric Power

to be held in Addis Ababafrom 21-31 October 1963- The principal aims

of the meeting are to facilitate contacts between officials and experts

concerned with African energy problems and, in. particular, electric power;

to promote an exchange of views on energy resources in Africa and the

extent to which they are utilised; to assess the expected increase in

demand f^dir-^tiee-tric- power and ways-■ and means-of 'meeting it; arid to

provide documents of both a methodological and of an economic nature'

designed to facilitate solutions to problems of common interest provided

by certain countries. It can be expected that a continuing programme of

work in this field will be initiated, to be followed subsequently by

more detailed consideration of other energy problems as well as electric

power. •■-....■ ;

90. Preparations are also well advanced for the convening of an African

Conference on Cartography to be held in Nairobi'in July 1963. Work

is still at an early stage on minerals and water resources1 and hydro

logy since the Energy and Natural Resources Section, to comprise units

concerned with energy, minerals, water re sources'and hydrology and'

cartography, is only now takin^ shape. A detailed long-range programme
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of work on minerals and on water resources and hydrology was drawn up

on the basis of suggestions put forward by the secretariat, ."by the

Sub-Working Party of the Working Party of the Whole of the Standing

Committee on Industry and Natural Resources and subsequently adopted

by the Working Party of the Whole. In these fields, in particular, there

is need for the closest possible co-operation between the international

agencies and others concerned, with the ECA increasingly as a focal point.

Housing«. Building and Town Planning

91. 'A meeting of Experts on Housing Problems in Africa has been convened

to meet from 9-18 January 1963 in accordance with the terms of resolution

53 (IV). The objectives are to exchange views on the present housing

situation; define the main problems and the conditions necessary for their

solution; to suggest ways and means of formulating and executing

national housing policies; and to recommend to the fifth session of the

Commission a programme of work and continuing arrangements within the

ECA for the examination of housing and related problems.

92. A preliminary survey;Housing in Africa: Problems and Policies

E/CN.I4./HOUPA/3 has been prepared for consideration by this meeting,

largely on the basis of visits to selected African countries by staff

officials from the Economic Commission for Europe and the Department

for Economic and Social Affairs. Suggestions for a possible long-term -

programme of work on housing, building and town planning have been put

forward by the secretariat for consideration, in the first instance,

by the Meeting of Experts.

93. A section «n Ho»sin^>vaBuildihg and Town Planning has now "been set

up ttLthin the Industry, Transport-and. Natural Reso-urcr&a Division;-and will

work closely with the Division for Economic and Social Development which

is concerned/with the sociological aspects of housing and the contri

bution of community development policies to self-help housing.
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ECA-FAO JOINT AGRICULTURE DIVISION

Agricultural Progress and Developments

94* As a result of improvement in the staff situation and the avail

ability of source material, some progress is being made in the systematic

assembly of information on the agricultural situation in the countries

of the region. Background studies have been prepared for a number of the

larger countries and current information is being filed. This will

provide a source for documentation on the region, as briefing material

for country visits and as the basis of contributions to the long term

economic survey of Africa being planned for 1963-64. Information

continues to be assembled on current trends in production, trade and

prices of agricultural commodities of special importance to Africa. A

staff member spent three months working with the Commodities Division of

FAO in Rome in order to-gain experience in their-methods and sources and

to ensure better co-ordination- of the work in this field.

95- Documentation prepared has included a number of brief papers for the

fifth session including those on livestock development (E/CN.I4/198),

agricultural credit (s/CN.14/200) and irrigation development (E/CN.14/2OI)

while arrangements have been made with FAO in Rome to supply documents

on the food and agricultural situation (E/CN.I4/181), the use of food

surpluses (-E/CN.14/l95)> the control of the desert locust (e/CST.14/199)

and the African Timber Trends Study (E/Cff.l4/l97)♦ Documents were also

prepared for the Development Centre on Agricultural Credit in May 1962

covering the economic background, credit aspects of land reform and of

marketing, the relations between credit and extension services and the

place of agricultural credit in national plans. Commodity notes have

been prepared for the Economic Bulletin for Africa (e/CN.14/20?). A

new development in the course of the year has been the production of

the Agricultural Economics Bulletin for Africa. It is proposed to

issue this at intervals during the year. Issue No.l appeared in

September 1962 and No. 2 in Ja.nuary 1963. Arrangements have been made

for further numbers to be published two or three times a year.

96. In connexion with agricultural development programmes and plan-
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ning, information continues to be collected on agricultural development

programmes of governments. Several staff members of the Division

assisted in the preparation of the agricultural section of the 1962-67

development plan for Ethiopia by serving on the planning committee; and

on sub-committees for marketing and forestry and by helping to prepare

the draft of 'the plan. A member of the Division participated in the First

FAO Meeting on Agricultural Development Planning in the African Region

in Tunis in November 1962.

97- The major project in the course of the year connected with factors

promoting the transition of farmers into the monetary sector was the

Development Centre on Agricultural Credit for Africa sponsored jointly

by EGA and FAO in May 1962 (see document E/CN.14/200-). The, Joint Agri

culture Division provided the Director, Secretary and-Assistant

Secretary of the centre, contributed documents outlined under paragraph 95

above, led the discussion of a number of items of the agenda and.assisted

in the preparation of the report of the centre. Preparations, have, started

with FAO for a joint development centre on land policies for West Africa

to complement the similar centre for East and Central Africa held in

I960. It is proposed to hold the West African centre in Sierra Leone

in November 1963. Another project aimed at improving the commercial

efficiency of African producers has risen from ECA resolution 56 (IV),

calling for the preparation of a meeting on livestock production. As

pointed out in document 3/CN.I4/198, preliminary arrangements to

convene a small expert panel in 1962 were suspended upon receipt of an

offer from FAO to include economic and social aspects of livestock .

production under ECA sponsorship in a development centre on animal

production and health to be conducted in 1963. The agenda and

documentation for this centre are in preparation. Another important

factor in increasing agricultural efficiency examined during the year

has "been irrigation. A consultant has visited a number of countries

in North and Eastern Africa examining economic and social factors

involved in established irrigation projects. A preliminary report
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is presented to the" session (E/CN.14/2Ol). The full report will be

made available to' governments shortly.

98, The African Timber Trends Study is continuing through the services

of a consultant who is working closely with PAO headquarters. This study

aims at assessing the present level of forest product consumption in .

African countries in 1975 a^d the year 2000 as a s~uide to forest develop

ment programmes. A report (E/CN.14/197) is presented to this session.

General questionnaires were worked out and distributed to governments in

1961 as a guide to surveys within each country. In some cases surveys

are already available and these are being assembled. Guidance is being

provided to some areas through staff visits;"forest services are'being

assisted by international experts working in countries and by national

statistical services. The survey is taking longer than expected due

to the complex nature of the problems involved, but it is hoped to have

partial results at least in 1963.. Resolution .46 (IV) adopted by. the

fourth session of the Commission emphasised the- importance of this

survey and of Inventories of■existing forests*. It also-called for sub-

regiona],./treatment including sub-regional meetings. Document E/CN.I4/197/

Add-1 lists .a.number of relevant meetings planned in the near'future.

Distribution and.,consumption of, Agricultural. Products,- ■* j ..

99- The examination of-trends in the level and direction of agri- -

cultural exports continues on a commodity basis.

100. The Livestock Survey in Ethiopia commenced in I96I has been completed

and is available "as a guide to potential supplier:; of livestock for

export. A general paper1 prepared Ly an ECA consultant'on the methods

of livestock surveys ir. seni-ncm'aditf areas has a] no been prepared and

is being made available" to gc^ornmsnta.

101.- The Division took ^n aoti.vn part in the /frican Meeting on

Commodity Stabilisation held in Lagos from 30 July to 6 August 1962

in accordance with resolution 25 (ill). ?or details of this meeting

see paragraph 77, Technical data on nationa] marketing boards and price
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stabilization funds in African countries were collected and formed

the "basis of one of the main documents for discussion. Arrangements

were made with the FAO to prepare a series of commodity studies on palm

kernels and oil, cotton, coffee, cocoa, sisal and rubber. A staff member

prepared a study on groundnuts and groundnut oil in colla'boration with

FAO and another served as secretary for the meeting.

102. Assembly and analysis of information on marketing boards and

related organizations is also being conducted in co-operation with the

FAO Marketing Branch in preparation for a handbook on the organization

and operations of marketing boards- In this connection visits were made

to Kenya, the Somali Republic, Tanganyika, Uganda, Nyasaland and Southern

Rhodesia.

103. No further direct work has been undertaken on food consumption

levels, but a staff member of the Division participated in exploratory

missions to the Somali Republic and Tanganyika in August and September

1962 as part of the operations of the World Food Programme. Two pilot

projects for social and economic development, using food aid, were

proposed for the Somali Republic and one for Tanganyika (see World

Food Programme Report on the Use of Food Surpluses, 2/CII.I4/195)■

Assistance and Ady:' sory Services in the Field of Agriculture

104. Technical assistance in the field of agriculture to African countries

from the Expanded Technical Assistance Programme and Special Fund is

administered by FAO headquarters. Under project 23—01 the Joint

Agriculture Division is consulted on proposed programmes and projects.

FAO experts in the fields of agricultural planning and marketing in

African countries report to the Division and reports are exchanged

with the FAO regional offices in Accra and Cairoc

105« Reference has been made above to the direct assistance given to

the government of Ethiopia in the preparation of the agricultural section

of the new five year plan and in conducting a livestock survey in

southern Ethiopia., Discussions and correspondence have been carried
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out with the government of Tanganyika regarding the reorganization of

agricultural marketing boards, and with the government of Kenya on a

market survey in the Indian Ocean region. A proposed economic survey

of wild life,tourism and meat production from game in East Africa in

conjunction with the East African Institute of Social Research,. has not yet

been conducted through difficulties in securing a suitable expert.

Reference has been made above to the proposal for World Food Programme

assistance to the Somali Republic and Tanganyika. Information has been

supplied or. commodity and marketing matters to various government bodies

in Ethiopia.

106. Close liaison is maintained with the Technical Assistance Co

ordination Unit.

STATISTICS

107. In August 1962, the Statistics Section of the secretariat was raised

to the full status of a Division. It was then reorganized into two

sections comprising several units each. The change was necessitated by

the continued growth in scope and depth of the statistical activities of

the Commission- At present, one of these two sections takes care of co

ordinating current economic and social statistics while the other

concentrates on the problems of statistical development and technical

assistance in the region, including the regional advisory service. This

paved the way for the elaboration of a work programme in which ECA and

UN" BTAO will collaborate with African governments in solving their

administrative problems. Also, as some problems are the concern of other

regions as well, inter-regional projects may be embarked upon that will

reveal knowledge and practical suggestions of high utility to Africa.

108. The major objective of the Division is to assist countries in

promoting statistical development to a stage where development planning

techniques can be applied and where statistical information is adequate
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for policy making in the field of economic and social development. A

note on statistical development is submitted to the' Commission

(s/CN.14/219)* To achieve this objective, the Division is progressively

building up a machinery which' is described in the following paragraphs-

It consists of: (i) ::^^ir^-,l ;-\;.vl"-*y ijervicon"; (ii) an active

participation in UtT Technical Assistance activities in Africa; and

(iii) the organization of permanent consultations with African countries.

Last but not least, the Division is directing an intensive programme

of training activities which are reported separately (see paras 129 a*t<i

130 below and document E/CN.14/224).

Regional Advisory Services

109« This scheme, which was initiated less than two years ago and got

off to a slow start, has picked up much speed during the last year.

It aims at providing for African countries at relatively short notice,

a short-term specialized consultative service in specific statistical

fields. It is intended to supplement the normal existing forms of

longer-term technical assistance appointments and to meet the specific

needs where such appointments are not feasible or appropriate. A team

of three resident staff members, and five regional advisers assigned

under the UN Technical Assistance Programme, manned this project. During

the course of the year, they conducted over seventeen assignments, varying

in duration from a fortnight to several months or longer, in about

thirteen countries in the region. They gave advice on questions relating

to population census, vital registration, national accounts, public

accounts, external trade statistics, household, manpower and multi

purpose and other sample surveys. In some places they irore called

upon to examine national statistical programmes and requirements for

technical assistance. At least three of the regional advisers contri

buted to the teaching at the UN sponsored training centres in Africa.
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Participation in Technical Assistance Activities

110. In addition to the recurrent visits to African countries by the

regional advisers referred to earlier, an intensive programme of

visits' (over thirty countries) by several members of the permanent

staff-of the secretariat was implemented during the last year in

oonnexion with the assessment of needs for technical assistance and the

setting up of country programmes for 1963/64* Pursuant to agreement

reached with the UN Statistical Office and UN BTAO, the secretariat of

ECA took during the past year, for the first time, an increased

responsibility in the briefing of statistical experts assigned to Afrioan

oountries under the technical assistance programme. No less than

twenty five such experts passed through this new machinery last year

and received some guidance from ECA officers, either in the course

of visits to ECA headquarters or on the occasion of meetings on the spot.

For further fruition of this new practice, the secretariat has kept

in touch with these experts through correspondence and by follow-up on

their progress reports. It is rightly felt that this new approach will

give the experts a more solid base for operation and enhance the value

of their service as well as the chances of ECA co-operation with their

countries of assignment.

Sub-regional Consultations

111. In accordance with a recommendation of the Second Conference of

African Statisticians, consultations took place with Heads of Statistical

Offices in West, North and East Africa since the last session of the

Commission. The purpose of these consultations was to ensure co

ordination of training programmes of statistical officers and technical

assistants and to allow for exchanging information designed to spread

knowledge of recent statistical developments. A note on these consult

ations is submitted to the Commission (E/CN.14/220).

Co-operation in the Field of Data Processing

112. A special field of co-operation is data processing, in which the

Division is developing the two projects indicated in the work programme
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of the Commission under 41-03- On the one.hand, assistance has teen

given to the government of one country, and is now envisaged for other

countries, in the way of processing external trade data and various

surveys on ECA mechanical unit. On the. other hand, the secretariat is

following up technical developments-in the field of electronic process

ing equipment and is preparing a report on possible applications, of

interest to .African countries. This report is to be submitted.to the

Third Conference of African Statisticians.

Development on Standards, Exchange of Statistical Information

113. The publication of the Statistical Newsletter has been made in

1962 on a quarterly basis in spite of technical difficulties due to

shortage of printing facilities.

114. Methodological manuals are being prepared on census problems and

vital statistics under African conditions for submission to,the.Third

Conference of African Statisticians. The preparation of manuals, on

household survey techniques and national accounts has been delayed due

to shortage of specialized staff.

115. A Seminar on Industrial Statistics, sponsored by ECA.and the

Statistical Office of the United Nations was held in Addis-Ababa from

18 to 27 July 1962 on Technical Assistance budget. It was attended

by 18 participants from fourteen oountries engaged in work in the field

of industrial statistics. The Seminar was held to provide an

opportunity for an exchange of experiences relating to the objectives,

content and methodology of infrequent and comprehensive inquiries

of varying periodicity into the industrial sector of the economy. The

report of this Seminar is submitted to the fifth session of the

Commission (e/CN.14/173)- The Seminar paid reasonable attention to

the comprehensive inquiries that would be conducted in countries of

the region as ';, i.rt of 'the 1963 World Programme of Basic Industrial

Statistics, and the adaptatipn-...Q.f;.the recommendations of the Statistical

Commission for use in these inquiries.to African conditions. t
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116. A panel of experts met in Addis Ababa in September 1962 for ten

days to consider an intermediate system of national accounts adapted

to internal needs of African countries and especially for develop

ment and planning purposes. This work, which is still largely of

a research nature, has thrown considerable light on the requirements

for statistical information for planning purposes- The report of the

panel is submitted to the fifth session of the Commission (e/CN.14/221).

117-. The discussions which took place in statistical and economic

meetings since 1959 have enabled the secretariat to accumulate direct

experience, derived from African countries, on statistical develop

ment in relation to planning techniques. It is worth mentioning that

discussions on statistical requirements gave rise to lively discussions

with statisticians as. well as experts in planning (Working Party on

Economic and Social Development, January 1961 and Working Gr«up of

Planners, October 1962). Time has now come to summarize and disseminate

the experience gained in this field, and this issue will be suggested

as a main item for discussion at the Third Conference of African

Statisticians. A'first attempt at presenting the problem is submitted

to the Commission (E/CN.14/219) - "'

. ; - . ■ . . . Statistical publications

118. Two statistical appendices have been.published as annexes for the

Economic Bulletin for.Africa. Moreover, as a result of the pressing

recommendations of the Commission, a major progress took place in

the publication of external trade data:

- Series A gives the direction of trade of African countries. The'

three issues published in 1962 refer to the following periods* December

1961)'June 1962 and December 1962,

- Series B gives a detailed cross classification of imports and

exports by commodity groups and country of origin or destination. The

data are expressed in US dollars and set according to a uniform

nomenclature (SITC revised), thus permitting extensive analysis of
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African trade. One series,in two "booklets, has "been published on

trade data referring to the year I960 and another on 1961 trade data.

The geographical coverage of series B will be progressively extended

in 1963. Moreover, a special issue has been published on intra-African

trade for the years I960 and 1961.

119. Processing work referring to industrial statistics has been

initiated in a newly established unit. It is hoped that this work will

keep pace with the growing requirements of the Division for Industry,

Transport and Natural Resources.

120. Finally, the compilation of national accounts series is in

progress for fifteen countries in accordance with directions given

by the Working Group on National Accounts. This work will be published

in several booklets and will appear together with the handbook on

population statistics in 1963 and 1964-

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

121. In accordance with General Assembly.resolution 1709 (XVI)

on the "Decentralization of the economic and social activities of the

United Nations and strengthening the regional economic commissions",

provision was made early in 1962 to set up in the Economic Commission

for Africa a unit to deal with public administration. .

122. The Seminar on Urgent Administrative Problems of African Govern

ments, which is reported elsewhere in detail to the fifth session of

ECA, had its origin in the third session of EGA &s follows:

"A seminar to be organized in 1962 by the Economic Commission for

Africa arid the Department of Economic and Social Affairs, to study some

of the more urgent administrative problems of African Governments".

An adviser who arrived in ECA on 1 July 1962 was immediately assigned

to the organization of the Seminar which took place from 2 to 11

October 1962. Prior to his arrival another expert assigned to Ethiopia

had been seconded to ECA on a part-time basis, since the month of
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Api-il, to lL,i-e t_.: p1. ^i-;:T/ pi —-j fo-L t:.< Sc-jCxE-r.

123. -he report of th. abo,o ir=ntioned Seminar constitutes a\lue-

print for the African -ov.rui^ents, the Economic Commission for Africa

and the Department of ^concede and Social Affairs at Headquarters in

finding solution ;0 tin more ur^ont administrative problems of

African governments.

12i~[ TIlis -°^c" **-:; <n-^ --pid prori-er,.- thinks to the impulse given

by the Qomn:.rsUn at :_ti fourth S'.o-doru Preliminary contacts were

established in ;:ay ^ Ju^ l^jr. ^th t;;e Govornneuts of Senegal and-

UAH n- of the Standing- CommitteeUAH with a TioW 10 pi-^pr.i-1-.-..j ;.,.3 fir3t i-

the e^VbUEluccn-- cf ;ho :::c,,t:,t^ Thi. meeting took place incf
p

June at Daka^, ^ i- ru,o::t in .u^it^d to the fifth session

(S/CIT.14/17?)* i^o ca:: L^ c^vsn from thic document, the Committee gave'
specifip ■diracUors to -.; 3ecretarz.at on the programme jf activities

of the xnstJtuta, tho tiir.11^ of ,he,o ^ti-itr.es and the preparation
of a first ; ■ tdt-i c o r--"1 -; v , +•.; n

._ ,^ <.„,.. w_ c. ',.j _. ■.. a-o^al problems involved. The Panel

''■'■"- "A --■■o.i-.--cJ. ^ {^) rcbt at -no same time as the

Committee and f.eeignrd. , prcliiri.^L-y oyliabuo for the main course of
the instita-c (l.g ,-ppo^-': I c

125. On tr~ v--i- ■-• -^i-.- ^-,,. .■ ui_ ...
•----^ -■■ ■■- .-■-^c.l, uh3 Sbore-^r: *t prepared a draft

budget for tla -irm-.-.-i -1--4-- --.i ^.»,.,T,jf.j -; + +. . ., ■ A .
^ ■••-■■ -1'L -■J-1"-doJ '-t to +43 six countries of the

Co-mrittee tc^er wi- L-o tf.-t r.f a request for a^xstance from

the US Spooi^l ru^d. ^i:, pxc:ie,,: ,,, 5n.ciei by the Government of

Seneffal in Oo ic ooi- 1-U.i and ;r:i.n,r:;rntl;- by other African countries.

Aooorcline to tbs v-ao :d;i,k .-:taMi,hca b;- tho Committee of "Six the

■win ccur.e of the in.ti.u,, cby.li svert in October 1963 at Dakar,

on tho.asSU12ption that Ito J:: Cp^al Fund will oonuider the project

for approval at tie Kay lO&i ,e^cr. of ita Oo.er-ng council.
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126. Active steps are "being taken to facilitate the launching of the

institute. In November and December 1962, a number of countries were

visited by ECA staff members and one UNESCO staff member in order to

make a pre-selection of students for the first course of the institute.

This was designed to enable the secretariat to make use of a financial

provision of US #60,000 put at the disposal of the institute for fellow

ships on the 1962 technical assistance budget. At the same time, a

starting team of lecturers has been appointed with a view to preparing

teaching materials for the institute.

127- Problems of coordination with Utf specialized agencies have been

discussed briefly on three occasions with ILO, FAO, UNESCO and WHO

(June, July and December 1962). It is hoped that staff members from

three organizations will participate in 1963 in the preliminary assembling

of teaching materials for the institute.

128. A report on the progress made on the establishment of the institute

is given as document E/CN.14/203 of the fifth session. This report

also contains proposals on the statute of the institute and on financial

matters.

Training of Statisticians

129. Training of statisticians has continued during the last year to

be one of the major projects on the work programme of the secretariat.

The need for intensive training programmes in statistics at the present

time stems from the urgent necessity to replace departing expatriate

staff with local personnel in newly independent countries, the general

shortage of middle level assistants in most African countries and the

new requirements to meet rapid expansions of statistical organizations.

To meet these needs, at least in part, three full-time middle level

training centres, established by the UN in cooperation with the

Governments of Cameroun, Ethiopia and Ghana were in operation last

year in Yaounde, Addis Ababa and Achimota. Together, they had an

enrolment of sixty five trainees drawn from sixteen countries in the
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North, East, West and South of Africa. In addition, the UN assisted, ■

wi:th staff and fellowships, a middle level training oentre set-up by.

the Government of Ivory Coast at Abidjan where sixteen more trainees . .

from five countries were enrolled. During the current academic year

about-one hundred trainees are following instruction at these four centres

Furthermore, it is to "be noted that two UN assisted centres are now

operating at the national level at Lagos (Nigeria) and Dar-es-Salaam

(Tanganyika).

130. ' In the training of professional staff, the UN is continuing its

support to the Korocoan Statistical Institute at Habat which provides

a two year course. Eighty students are attending the course for the

school year 1962/63. In addition the secretariat is assisting and

encouraging the introduction of the teaching of statistics at several

African colleges and institutes and is increasing the provisions for

fellowships at that level. In this way, it is expected that training

of statisticians at the university level will make fairly rapid progress.

' Summer Course in Economics for African University Students

131. The second summer course in Economic Development for African

Students, under the joint sponsorship of ECA and USAID was held in

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, from 18 July to 31 August 1962. This is in

accordance with the requirement of ECA resolution 17 (il) on which the

Commission's continuing project 61-04 of the 1962-63 Programme.of:Work

and Priorities is based, The Commission discussed this matter under

item 12 of 'the fourth session's agenda. The main objectives of . ■

the seminar are to provide an intensive course in development .. ,

economics; to acquaint participating students with the similarities

and diversities in problems facing African countries in.their quest ■

for economic development and to afford an opportunity to African

students from different countries to look at their problems together.

132. The seminar wac attended by thirty students from fourteen

different .African countries, The academic level of most students . .

attending the seminar wai equal to that of students in most European
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and American universities-

133. The programme of the course included five basic fields of study:

development economics, planning and programming, monetary, financial

and international aspects of economic -development, structural and

regional problems and agricultural economics. Students were required

to attend each week fifteen working hours, evently divided "between

lectures and discussions- Apart from the four professors who taught

courses, nine ECA members of the secretariat were invited to deliver

special lectures dealing with particular problems of African economic

development*

ECA/QATT Training Courses in Commercial Policy

134- The secretariat of the GATT, with the financial assistance of the

UN Technical Assistance Organization and the support of the iXA held

two courses on foreign trade and commercial policy in Africa in 1962,

one course for French-speaking officials of governments in West and

Equatorial Africa and one course for English-speaking officials proposed

by the governments of Eastern. African states and territories,. The first

course, held in Dakar was attended by eighteen participants from eight

countries, while the second course, held in Dar-es—Salaam was attended

by fifteen participants from seven countries.

135* The basic feature of the courses, which each lasted for three

weeks, was to combine discussions of the various aspects of commercial

policy with discussions of practical trade problems which existed in

the country where the course was* held* Accordingly the programme

included both theoretical and practical items, although the content

of the problems discussed was focussed on concrete cases and facts,

including visits and discussions with people actually engaged in the

production and marketing of export products.

Training Course for Specialists in Community

Development Policy

136. In conformity with one of the essential recommendations of the

Workshop on Community Development which took place in Addis Ababa in
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September 1959 and within the frame of projects of high priority-

included in the work programme for 1962-1963 of ECA,. the second

training course for specialists in community development policy

was held from 26 November to 21 December 1962 in Tunis. This train

ing course was primarily intended for the Arab Countries of North

Africa, both French and English speaking, but was also attended by

specialists from Ethiopia and Somalia, The number of participants

reached a total of twenty three. Like the previous course undertaken

in Dakar in November 1961 for Central and West African countries,

this course aimed at the training of specialists on community develop

ment at the highest level destined to play the role of advisers,

directors or planners in their own countries, in keeping with the wish

expressed by the Member Countries of ECA which consider community

development as one of the most efficient means to stimulate people

and to integrate them more and more into the national life. A third

training course is foressen in 1963 for the nationals of Eastern Africa.

Training Course for Customs Officials

Englieh-Speaking Countries in West Africa

137. As.va result of a recommendation of the Working Party on Customs

Administration which sat at Dakar during .October 1961, the Secretariat

undertook the responsibility of organizing a Training Course for Customs

Officials in the English-speaking oountries of West Africa. This course

was held in Lagos, Nigeria, from 2 October to 24 November 1962 and will

be, it is hoped, the fore-runner of a series of such courses designed

to raise and maintain the efficiency of officials in the middle grades

of the customs administrations. By this means, it is hoped to

facilitate trade relations between the countries of the sub-region,

to promote a sub-regional outlook amongst customs officials and at

the same time to encourage the officials of neighbouring territories

to cooperate with each other.

138. Seventeen trainees from four West African countries attended
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the course,"most of whom were holding responsible positions in their

national administrations. Their aoademic "background was generally of

a level which enabled them to benefit from a more advanced type of

course.

139. The syllabus offered a course of training in the general field of

customs work. The subject was first approached on a West African scale

by the study of such matters as economic geography, problems of custom's

administration affecting the sub-region as a whole and bilateral

agreements between neighbouring countries on customs matters. From

there, the syllabus proceeded to a variety of other subjects in the

technical customs field, namely: taxation policy, tariff nomenclatures,

legislation, organization, regimes,finance, technology and operations

against smuggling. Instruction was interspersed with disoussions,

revision and practical demonstrations in the field. Finally at the

request of Nigeria, the host country, a short section on modern manage

ment techniques was included.

140. The director of the course was provided by the secretariat which

also undertook part of the tuition together with" the~atitninistrative

element of the work. The remaining instruction was provided "Uy

officials of the host country. A more detailed report is submitted to

the fifth session (e/cN.14/226).

In-Service Training

141, During the period 1962/63 arrangements were continued in respect

of in-service training for African economists within the organization

of the United Nations. Apart from the principal training .programme ..

for.African economists which was conducted at UN Headquarters, the .

Executive Secretary concluded arrangements for three trainees to be

attached to-the Economic Commission for Europe during the past year

and at the same time inaugurated an in-service training programme

at ECA headquarters whereby two trainees are presently gaining the

necessary valuable experiences in their respective fields.
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142. Definite plans have "been made for a substantial expansion of this

programme. Of significance is the appointment of a full-time Training

Officer attached to the office of the Executive Secretary. It is also

expected that, beginning with the 1963/64 training programme, financial

assistance will be forthcoming from the Bureau of Technical Assistance

Operations in order to support the expected expansion of the programme.

Both the secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe and that of

the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East have expressed their

willingness to accept a greater number of trainees from the African

region during the coming year. The Executive Secretary has therefore

invited Member and Associate Member Governments to nominate candidates

for in-service training here at headquarters or with either ECE or

ECAFE. . _ .

C. Relations ^th^^oialj^^^

Food and Agriculture. 0r.^_ni7^.tior of the: United Nations (FAQ)

143. Close working relationships continue to be maintained with FAO

through the ECA-FAO :Joint Agriculture Division which was established in

1959 in accordance with a memorandum of understanding between the

Executive Secretary and the Director-General of FAO. Collaboration has

taken several forms /'including an arrangement to co-sponsor a Development

Centre on Agricultural Credit in May 3962 in Addis Ababa. The Joint

Division has also been-represented at the First FAO Meeting on Agricultural

Development Planning in Africa held in Tunis in November 1?62. FAO has

contributed documents to the fifth session of EGA on the food and

agricultural situation (E/CN.14/l8l) and on control of the desert locust

(E/CN.14/199).

144- Joint arrangements covering the cost of salary and travel have

been made to engage a consultant on economic and social aspects-of

irrigation schemes in Africa. An SCA consultant is working'On the

African Timber Trends Study -(Project 41-03), with the Forestry-

Division at FAO headquarters. The Commodities Division of FAO assisted

in the preparation of a number of Commodity Studies for the' meeting
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on price stabilization held in Lagos during the year.

145, The rural development officer provided to the Joint Division in

1961 to work on rural credit and extension was transferred during the

year but is to be replaced shortly by another experienced officer.

A permanent post of marketing officer in the Joint Division was created

by FAO in January 1962.

146- Liaison continues to be maintained with the African and Near East

Regional Offices of FAO, and the Chief of the Joint Agriculture Division

attended briefing meetings for PAO country Representatives in Rome in

January 1962.

I47.. Co-operation has continued between the Commission and the PAO

in the field of agricultural statistics. The PAO regional statistician

for Africa stationed at ECA headquarters assisted by lecturing at the

ECA statistical training centre at Addis Ababa. Close working relation

ships have been maintained between regional statistical advisers

appointed by ECA and PAO in their programmes of travel and direct

advisory services. Negotiations were held with PAO for convening,in

1963, together with ECA a meeting on Food Consumption Surveys.

148. PAO technical assistance statisticians to governments in Africa

are also collaborating in the field surveys connected with the African

Timber Trends Study which involve the sampling of individual house

holds.

149. On 22 June 1962, PAO convened at Tunis the first session of an

African Regional Commission on Agricultural Statistics at which ECA

was represented by an observer. This is meant to be a continuing

body. It raises therefore the problems of co-ordination to avoid

overlap and duplication of efforts with the Conference of African

Statisticians. Discussions are continuing between the PAO Division

of Statistics and the secretariat with a view to resolving the issue.

The results will be reported to the sixth session of the Commission.
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150. FAO was represented at a number of meetings sponsored by ECA.

These include the Expert Group Meeting on the Organization and

Administration of Social Welfare Services organized by the Community

Development Branch of ECA in Abidjan from 11 to 20 April 1962, the.

Cairo Seminar on Population Problems in Africa held in October-November

1962, the Standing Committee on Industry and Natural Resources, the

Seminar on Urgent Administrative Problems of African Governments and at

discussions in connection with the establishment of an African

Institute for Development Planning.

International Labour Organization (iLO)

151. Considerable co-operation has been obtained by the secretariat from

ILO. In the preparation of a chapter on the social conditions in Afrioa

for the 1963 World Social Situation, ECA's Regional Adviser on. Social

Policy was greatly assisted by contributions received from ILO. The ILO

Regional Statistician in Africa visited the secretariat in order to co

ordinate joint policies and work programme with the Statistics Division

and also delivered lectures on labour statistics at the Statistical

Training Centres in Addis Abeba and Achimota, Ghana. ILO was a co- •

sponsor of the Workshop on Urbanization held in Addis Ababa from 25 April

to 5 May 1962 and was represented by observers at the Meeting of

Direction for the Establishment of"an African Institute for Development

and Planning,at the Standing Committee on Industry and Natural Resources

the Seminar on Population Problems in Africa and the Seminar on Urgent

Administrative Problems of African Governments. -■ -■ ■

United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)

152. Close contacts were maintained with UNESCO. A conference of

African Ministers of Education, held in Paris during March 1962 was

jointly sponsored by UNESCO and ECA. Since then collaboration has

continued with regard to the required follow-up to the conference.

UNESCO also co-sponsored the Workshop on Urbanization held in May 1962
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and participated in a number of EGA meetings including the Meeting

of the Standing Committee of Direction on the African Institute for

Economio Development and Planning, the Standing Committee on Industry

and Natural Resources and the Seminar on Urgent Administrative

Problems of African Governments and the Cairo Seminar on Population

Problems.UNESCO also delegated field staff to lecture at the

Statistical Training Centres of ECA.

World Health Organization (WHO)

153- Detailed discussions and arrangements were made with WHO

rep~res6n.tatives for consultations on and tabulation of a TB survey

ttt Addis Ababa, The WHO Near East Regional Statistician visited

.Addis Ababa for consultations and lectured at the Statistical .Training

Centre. Besides co-sponsoring the "Workshop on Urbanization held in

April, .WHO also participated in and was represented at the Meeting'

OH the Organization and Administration of Social Welfare Services,

the Meeting of the Standing Committee of Direction on the African

Institute for Economic Development and Planning, the Standing Committee

#n Industry and Natural Resources and the Seminar on Urgent Adminxstra-*

tive .Problems of African Governments.

United Nations Children's Fund (UHICEF)

154* The Secretariat co-operated closely with UNICEP by assisting a

number of countries in the planning and formulation of UNICEF aided

projects in Social welfare, UNICEF, on the other hand, sent represent

atives to the Abidjan Meeting on the Organization and Administration

of Social Welfare -Services. -■■■-■■ - ■ ■

World Food Programme

155« EGA collaboration with the World Food Programme commenced in

August 1962 when a member of the ECA-FAO Joint Agriculture Division

joined an exploratory mission to the Somali Republic and to

TanganyiJca to define specific projects where surplus food could be
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used for development, for improving the nutritional status of the

people and for emergency relief. Document fi/CN. 14/195 gives more

details of the work of the WFP.

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD)

and the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB)

156. The Committee of Nine on the establishment of an African Development

Bank constituted under .resolution 52 (IV) received valuable support from

the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the

Inter-American Development Bank (IADB). An official of the IBRD was

seconded to the Bank project as a consultant while officials of the IADB

participated as observers in the first session of the Committee and the

second session of the sub-committee. One of the teams established by

the Committee for consultations with non-African governments and institu

tions had discussions with officials of the IBRD and the IADB during

its visits to Washington D.C.

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)

157* ICAO sent a representative to the Seminar on Urgent Administration

Problems of African Governments, held in Addis Ababa from 2 to 11 October

1962. ICAO also sent a representative to the Eastern African Transport

Conference.

Interim Commission of the International Trade Organization,

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (ICITO/GATO?)

158. With the assistance of the Secretariat of the GATT two courses on

foreign trade and commercial policy were organized in 1962, the first

in Dakar for French-speaking officials, the second in Dar-es-Salaaiu

for English-speaking officials. The Secretariat of the GATT prepared

also a document on training in Commercial policy for the first

session of the Standing Committee on Trade.
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International Chamber of Commerce

159- The International Chamber of Commerce prepared one of the

information documents for the first session of the Standing Committee

on Trade containing topical problems in the field of international

trade fairs and shows.

International Union of Local Authorities (IULA)

160. IULA sent a representative to the Seminar on Urgent Administra

tion Problems of African Governments*held in Addis Ababa from 2 to 11

October 1962.

Special Fund

161. Relations with the Special Fund consisted mainly of appraisal

and comment on projects proposed for Special Fund financing within

the region.

European Economic Community (EEC)

162. Increasingly close relations have already developed, during

the year, between the secretariat and staff officials ..of the European

Economic Community in view of the growing interest in the effects of

the EEC on African development and trade. There has also been co

operation in training programmes for African economists and statisticians.

Inter-Governmental Organizations

163. In accordance with paragraph 13 of its terms of. reference, the

Commission has continued to keep in close touch with the Conference

of Independent African States, the Economic Committee of the League

of Arab States, and the Commission for Technical Co-operation in

Africa (CCTA) and the African and Malagasy Organisation for Economic

Co-operation (OAi"ICE)3 through inter-changes at Secretariat level.

There has been a marked development in the course of the year in the

working relations with the Commission for Technical Co-operation

in Africa (CCTA) and the African and Malagasy Organization for

Economic Co-operation (OAMCE). On an increasing scale, represent-
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atives of the governments of these organizations and of ECA have

attended each others' meetings. There has been extensive discussion

between senior members of the secretariats to eliminate any possible

duplication of efforts and to provide effective co-operation in

carrying out the work programmes of ECA, CCTA and OAMCE. Further steps

in co-operation and co-ordination can be expected to emerge from a

meeting between the Executive Secretary of ECA and the Secretary

Generals of CCTA and OAMCE to be held in the near future. It should

be noted that the full realization of the benefits to be obtained

from co-operation between ECA and other inter-governmental organizations

depends not only on close working relations between secretariats but

also on deliberate efforts on the part of Member Governments.




